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The Mishna enumerates what Shabbos prohibitions
are permitted on Erev Pesach for offering the Pesach
and which are not. The permitted ones are
slaughtering, applying the blood, clearing waste from
the intestines, and offering the fats, but one may not
roast it or rinse the intestines.
The Mishna says that one may not carry the Pesach
into the courtyard, bring it from outside the techum,
or remove a wart, which is a blemish which makes it
invalid, but Rabbi Eliezer says that one may do these.
Rabbi Eliezer says that it is logical to allow these. If
slaughtering, which is a Torah prohibited act, is
permitted, certainly these, which are al Rabbinic,
should be permitted.
Rabbi Yehoshua challenged this argument from the
case of Yom Tov, where one may do Torah prohibited
work for the purpose of food preparation, but one
may not do a Rabbinic prohibition, like going outside
the techum, for food preparation.
Rabbi Eliezer rejected this, as offering a Pesach is a
mitzvah, while eating on Yom Tov is not.
Rabbi Akiva challenged Rabbi Eliezer from the
sprinkling of the ashes of the red heifer on one who
is tamei, which is only Rabbinically prohibited, and is
still prohibited on Shabbos which is Erev Pesach.

Rabbi Eliezer responded that he says that sprinkling
is permitted, from the same logical argument.
Rabbi Akiva responded that perhaps we should use
this argument to prove that slaughtering the Pesach
is prohibited – if sprinkling, which is only Rabbinically
prohibited, is prohibited, surely slaughtering, which is
prohibited form the Torah, is prohibited.
Rabbi Eliezer rejected this, as this would uproot the
verse which says that one must offer the Pesach
b’moado – in its time, i.e., whether it is Shabbos or
not.
Rabbi Akiva asked Rabbi Eliezer where there is a
similar verse to explicitly include Rabbinic
prohibitions.
Rabbi Akiva says that the rule is any act which
couldn’t have been done before Shabbos is
permitted, but anything else is prohibited.
The Gemora cites a braisa: This halachah
(slaughtering the korban pesach on Shabbos) was
hidden from the sons of Beseirah. On one occasion,
the fourteenth (of Nissan) fell on the Shabbos, and
they forgot and they did not know whether the
korban pesach overrides the Shabbos or not. They
said: Is there any man who knows whether the
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korban pesach overrides the Shabbos or not. They
were told: There is a certain man who has come up
from Babylonia, Hillel the Babylonian by name, who
served the two greatest men of the time, Shemayah
and Avtalyon, and he knows whether the korban
pesach overrides the Shabbos or no. They summoned
him and said to him, “Do you know whether the
korban pesach overrides the Shabbos or not?” He
replied to them, “Have we then only one korban
pesach during the year which overrides the
Shabbos?’ replied he to them, ‘Surely we have many
more than two hundred korban pesachs during the
year which override the Shabbos! [During the year
more than two hundred sacrifices are offered on the
Shabbos, viz., the two daily olos of the tamid and the
two additional sacrifices of every Shabbos, besides
the extra sacrifices offered on the Shabbos which
occurs in the middle of Pesach and the middle of
Sukkos.] They to him, “How do you know it?” He
answered them, ‘In its appointed time’ is stated in
connection with the korban pesach, and ‘In its
appointed time’ is stated in connection with the
tamid; just as ‘Its appointed time’ which is said in
connection with the tamid overrides the Shabbos, so
‘Its appointed time’ which is said in connection with
the korban pesach overrides the Shabbos.
Additionally, there is a kal vachomer: if the tamid,
which is not punished by kares (if it is not offered),
overrides the Shabbos, then the korban pesach,
which is punished by kares (when it is not offered), is
it not logical that it overrides the Shabbos! They
immediately set him at their head and appointed him
Nasi over them, and he was sitting and lecturing the
entire day on the laws of Pesach.

He began rebuking them with words. He said to them,
“What caused it for you that I should come up from
Babylonia to be a Nasi over you? It was your laziness,
because you did not serve the two greatest men of
the time, Shemayah and Avtalyon.” They said to him,
‘Master, what if a man forgot and did not bring a knife
(to the Beis Hamikdash) on the eve of the Shabbos?”
He answered, “I have heard this law, but have
forgotten it. But leave it to Israel; if they are not
prophets, they are the children of prophets (and will
figure out what is proper)!” The next day, he whose
korban pesach was a sheep, stuck it (the knife) in its
wool; he whose korban pesach was a goat, stuck it
between its horns. Hillel saw the incident and
recollected the halachah and said, “I have received
the tradition from the mouths of Shemayah and
Avtalyon.”
The master had stated: ‘In its appointed season’ is
stated in connection with the korban pesach, and ‘in
its appointed time’ is stated in connection with the
tamid: just as ‘its appointed time’ which is said in
connection with the tamid overrides the Shabbos, so
too ‘its appointed time’ which is said in connection
with the korban pesach overrides the Shabbos.
The Gemora asks: And how do we know that the
tamid itself overrides the Shabbos? Shall we say that
it is because ‘in its appointed time’ is written in
connection with it; then the korban pesach as well,
surely ‘in its appointed time’ is written in connection
with it? Therefore you must say that ‘in its appointed
time’ has no significance for him (Hillel); then here as
well, ‘in its appointed time’ should have no
significance for him? Rather, the Torah said: This is
the olah of every Shabbos, beside for the olah of the
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tamid offering; where it follows that the olah of the
tamid offering is offered on the Shabbos.
The master had staed: Additionally, there is a kal
vachomer: if the tamid, which is not punished by
kares (if it is not offered), overrides the Shabbos, then
the korban pesach, which is punished by kares (when
it is not offered), is it not logical that it overrides the
Shabbos!
The Gemora asks: But this can be refuted: as for the
tamid, that is because it is brought frequently and
entirely consumed?
The Gemora answers: He first told them the kal
vachomer argument, but they refuted it; so then he
told them the gezeirah shavah.
The Gemora asks: But since he had received the
tradition of a gezeirah shavah, what was the need of
the kal vachomer argument?
The Gemora answers: Rather, he (Hillel) spoke to
them (the sons of Beseirah) on their own ground: It is
understandable that you do not learn a gezeirah
shavah, because a man cannot expound a gezeirah
shavah of his own accord, but through a kal
vachomer, which a man can expound of his own
accord, you should have argued!

The Gemora asks: But he performed work with
consecrated animals?
The Gemora answers: They did as Hillel, for it was
taught in a braisa: we learned in a braisa: They said
about Hillel the Elder that no person committed
me’ilah (one who has unintentionally benefited from
hekdesh or removed it from the ownership of the Beis
Hamikdosh has committed the transgression of
me’ilah, and as a penalty, he would be required to pay
the value of the object plus an additional fifth of the
value; he also brings a korban asham) with their
korban olah in his days. Hillel would bring an
unconsecrated animal into the (entrance of the)
Temple Courtyard and only then, would he
consecrate it, place his hands upon it (for the mitzvah
of semichah) and slaughter it. (This way, there was
hardly any time for me’ilah; this was the method that
the righteous employed to make a nedavah.)
The Gemora asks: How might a person consecrate the
korban pesach on the Shabbos? Surely we learned in
a Mishna: One cannot consecrate an animal for a
korban or donate items to the Beis Hamikdosh. One
is not allowed to pledge the value of himself or others
to the treasury of the Beis Hamikdosh. One is
prohibited from separating terumah and maasros.
They said all this of Festivals, how much the more of
the Shabbos!?

They said to him: It is a faulty kal vachomer argument.
The master had stated: The next day, he whose
korban pesach was a sheep, stuck it (the knife) in its
wool; he whose korban pesach was a goat, stuck it
between its horns.

The Gemora answers: That applies only to obligations
whose time is not fixed; but in the case of obligations
whose time is fixed, you may consecrate, for R.
Johanan said: One may consecrate his korban pesach
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on Shabbos, and similarly, one can consecrate his
korban chagigah on Yom Tov.

by the fact that Elozar said these laws. After Elisha
got upset, it is clear from the verse that his prophecy
(temporarily) went away.

The Gemora asks: But he is leading a laden animal?
The Gemora answers: He leads it in an unusual way.
The Gemora asks: But even leading it in an unusual
manner, granted that there is no Scriptural
prohibition, there is nevertheless a Rabbinical
prohibition!?
The Gemora answers: That is precisely what they (the
sons of Beseirah) inquired of him (Hillel): An action
which is permitted by Scripture, while a Rabbinic
injunction stands before it to render it impossible,
such as an action performed in an unusual manner,
,(standing,) in the way of a mitzvah, what is the
halachah? He said to them, “I have heard this law, but
have forgotten it. But leave it to Israel; if they are not
prophets, they are the children of prophets (and will
figure out what is proper)!”
Rav Yehudah said in the name of Rav: If one becomes
haughty, his Torah wisdom or prophecy will go away.
This is apparent from our Mishna. When Hillel chided
the people for not serving Shemaya and Avtalyon as
he did, he forgot a law. When Devorah the
prophetess became haughty, it is clear from the
verse that her prophecy (temporarily) went away.
The Gemora notes: When Moshe Rabbeinu got upset
about the fact that the men who fought Midyan
allowed some females to live, it appears that he
forgot the laws of kashering vessels. This is indicated

DAILY MASHAL
The Gemora states that whoever gets upset, even if
he was destined for greatness, can have it taken
away from him. This is apparent from Eliav, the
brother of David, who the verses apparently indicate
was fitting to be king of Israel, but apparently lost the
right to the throne because he got angry at David
Hamelech.
The Sfas Emes notes that according to the Gemora
(and Rashi), it indeed seems that Eliav was supposed
to be king, were it not for his episode of getting angry
at David. Why, then, did David deserve to be king just
because Eliav got angry at him?
The Sfas Emes suggest that this is indeed the way it
works. The person who was the victim is supposed to
take away what otherwise would have been the gift
of the perpetrator. However, this would mean that
David was originally chosen because it was known
that Eliav would later get upset at David, which is
slightly difficult.
The Sfas Emes concludes that this is incorrect. He
says that the Gemora merely notes that Eliav was
“destined for greatness,” not that he was king or
going to be king. It must mean that David was
supposed to be king all along. Eliav was just someone
who was also destined for greatness. However, after
he got angry at David, Hashem told Shmuel that this
greatness was no longer pertinent to him.
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